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We demonstrated on a synchronously pumped femtosecond optical parametric oscillator with dual-signal-wave-
length operation. Our results showed that the dual-wavelength oscillation is not determined by the net-zero dis-
persion but rather by the balance of phasematching and group-velocity mismatching caused by the nonlinear crystal
between the two signals. With a MgO-doped periodically poled lithium niobate as the nonlinear crystal, total signal
power up to 530 mW was obtained by using a 2.6 W femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser at the central wavelength of
808 nm as the pump source, corresponding to a conversion efficiency of 20.4%. By slightly adjusting the cavity
length, the signal wavelength can be broadly tuned from 1001 to 1438 nm and the dual-wavelength tuning range
is from 1001 to 1204 nm. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 190.4970, 190.4410, 320.7110, 320.7090.

Since the first demonstration of a femtosecond optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) in 1989 [1], an ultrafast
OPO system was recognized as a superior tunable laser
source that can cover the wavelengths from ultraviolet to
mid-infrared spectral range [2–4] for many applications,
such as time-resolved spectroscopy, optical signal pro-
cessing, remote sensing, laser medicine, coherent light
interactions, etc. Compared with the conventional bire-
fringent phase-matching technique using KTP, KTA,
etc. [5,6] for nonlinear parametric processes, the quasi-
phase-matching (QPM) [7] technique shows clear advan-
tages due to the large nonlinear coefficient. Up to now,
periodically poled crystals have been widely used in QPM
OPOs. For instance, Andres et al. obtained signal power
of 310 mW by using a periodically poled lithium niobate
(PPLN) crystal as the gain medium in a femtosecond
OPO [8], which was synchronously pumped by a Kerr-
lens-mode-locking (KLM) Ti:sapphire laser. Similar signal
power up to 345 mW was also demonstrated by Bhu-
pathiraju et al. from a femtosecond OPO with periodi-
cally poled stoichiometric LiTaO3 crystal as the
nonlinear gain medium [9].
In particular, a femtosecond OPO operating at dual

wavelength has potential advantages in differential
frequency generation THz generation [10], wavelength-
division-multiplex communications, waveform synthesis
[11], coherent control [12], etc. To realize the dual-
wavelength operation, a common method is to design
the femtosecond OPO operating close to the net-zero-
dispersion region [13], where these two pulses operating
at different group-velocity dispersion regions have the
same round trip time delay. Thus both pulses are syn-
chronized to the pump pulse and show phase coherence
between each other, which can be controlled by, for ex-
ample, cavity-length tuning, a promising application in
frequency comb [14].
In this paper, we report on new experimental research

on a synchronously pumped femtosecond OPO with a

MgO-doped PPLN crystal operating at dual-wavelength
mode. Experimental results show that the dual-
wavelength oscillation is not determined by the cavity
dispersion but rather by the balance of phase matching
and group-velocity mismatching between the two signals.
Total signal output power as high as 530 mW was gener-
ated, which operates at dual wavelength with center
wavelengths at 1024.8 and 1195.3 nm, respectively, when
pumped by a 2.6 W femtosecond Ti:sapphire oscillator,
corresponding to a conversion efficiency of 20.4%. By
slightly adjusting the cavity length, the signal wavelength
can be broadly tuned from 1001 to 1438 nm and the dual-
wavelength tuning range is from 1001 to 1204 nm.

The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1. A self-built
high-power KLM Ti:sapphire oscillator operating at a re-
petition rate of 76 MHz is used as the pump source for the
OPO, which is capable of 2.6 W average power at the cen-
tral wavelength of 808 nm with an FWHM of 15 nm. Auto-
correlation measurement indicates the typical pulse
duration is 117 fs. In the OPO cavity, M1 is a flat mirror
that is mounted on a translation stage. Precisely adjusting
the translation stage will enable control of the cavity
length for synchronous pumping. M2 and M3 are concave

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic diagram of the experimental
layout. L, lens with 75 mm focal length; M1, plane mirror
mounted on a translation stage; M2 and M3, concave mirrors
with ROC of 10 cm; M4, folding mirror; OC, output coupler.
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mirrors with radii of curvature (ROC) of 10 cm. All mir-
rors are coated with high reflection (R > 99.8%) over
1.00–1.45 μmwavelength range. The output coupler (OC)
has a transmission rate of 2.5% in the 1.0–1.45 μm wave-
length range. Based on the simulation of efficient
parametric process within the above wavelength range,
we used a 5% mol MgO-doped PPLN crystal with a poling
period of 22.12 μm as the nonlinear gain medium, which
is cut with a 2 mm optical path and 3 mm × 1 mm optical
aperture. The cavity length of the OPO is set to be
half that of the Ti:sapphire oscillator, to make the
OPO running at a repetition rate of 152 MHz.
For a fixed poled period (Λ � 22.12 μm) and the same

pump power, different pump wavelengths will result in
different conversion efficiencies and output powers. In
our experiment, the highest output power was obtained
when the pump wavelength was centered at 808 nm. Un-
der 2.6 W pump power, the highest output power of
signal was 530 mW, which operates at dual wavelength
with center wavelengths at 1024.8 and 1195.3 nm, respec-
tively, and corresponds to an optical-to-optical con-
version efficiency of 20.4%. Considering the energy
conversion in the idler branch, the calculated total
photon conversion efficiency is 30.7% based on the
photon conservation law. Signal wavelength is tuned
by adjusting the translation stage of M1 to slightly
vary the cavity length. We find there are two signal oscil-
lation regions, single-wavelength oscillation and dual-
wavelength oscillation, by shortening the cavity length.
Firstly, the OPO operates at single-wavelength oscillation
from 1438 to 1204 nm. Then, dual-wavelength oscillation
occurs at 1001 and 1204 nm. The separation between the
dual wavelength gets closer by shortening the cavity
length and finally merges as a single wave at 1150 nm.
Further shortening the cavity length will cause too big
a cavity length mismatch, and as a result the signal dis-
appears. We believe the single-wavelength oscillation is
due to the mirror coating that all mirrors besides the OC
have, with high reflection from 1.00 to 1.45 μm, so that
the other wavelength is suppressed. For the case of
the two signals close to merge in the dual-wavelength os-
cillation region, the two pulses get closer both in the fre-
quency domain and in the time domain. As a result, the
oscillator becomes unstable due to the mode competition
between the two signals. Except for this case, the OPO
is stable for both the single-wavelength and dual-
wavelength oscillation. Figure 2 shows the evolution pro-
cess of the dual-wavelength emission spectra by shorting
the cavity length. In the single-wavelength operation re-
gion, we measured the pulse duration with an intensity
autocorrelator (FR-103MN, Femtochrome Research,
Inc.). For the signal centered at 1257 nm, the FWHM
width of the autocorrelation trace shows that the pulse
duration is 342 fs, assuming a sech2 pulse shape, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). The time bandwidth product is calcu-
lated to be 0.726, indicating there is big residual chirp in
the cavity. This is apparent because we introduce no
chirp compensation element in the cavity. Figure 3(b)
shows the intensity autocorrelation trace of the signal
when the OPO is operating at the dual-wavelength region,
which is measured when the two signals are centered at
1027 and 1191 nm, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 2(b).
The interference fringes shown in Fig. 3(b) clearly prove

the synchronism and coherence between the two pulses,
while the decreased contrast in the intensity autocor-
relation fringes indicates that there is group-velocity
mismatch (GVM) between the two signals.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the dual-wavelength spectra while the cav-
ity length was shortened. In (b), the two wavelengths are cen-
tered at 1027 and 1191 nm, respectively.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Intensity autocorrelation trace of the sig-
nal (a) when operating at the single-wavelength region at
1257 nm and (b) in the dual-wavelength region at 1024.8 and
1195.3 nm, respectively. The red curve is the smoothed one
of the measurement.
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The dual-wavelength operation in our femtosecond
OPO is in good agreement with that in the picosecond
region [15]. Since the dominant dispersive element is
the 2 mm long PPLN crystal, and there is no dispersion
compensation element in the OPO cavity, the dual-
wavelength pulses suffer from group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) due to the PPLN crystal, and as a result they do
not operate around the 0 GVD region [14]. In the experi-
ment, the signal-pulse duration is three times longer than
that of the pump pulse, so it is easy to get overlap be-
tween them. In addition, the 2 mm long PPLN crystal in-
troduces a large GVM between the signal and pump,
which is 296 fs and 414 fs for the two signals centered
at 1024.8 and 1195.3 nm (where the oscillator has the
highest output power), respectively. It indicates a GVM
of 118 fs between the two signal pulses, which means
only one signal pulse can overlap well with the pump
pulse. Under these special conditions, one of the signal
pulses (the red one) is well phase matched with the pump
pulse but suffers from larger GVM, while the other one
(the blue one) benefits by a better overlap with the pump
but has a worse phase-matching condition. Conse-
quently, the net gain of the two signals is comparable,
and thus the dual-wavelength operation occurs. Beyond
this specific wavelength range, the balance between the
phase matching and group-velocity mismatching breaks,
and thus dual-wavelength oscillation disappears and
evolves to single-wavelength oscillation.
In conclusion, we have realized an efficient synchro-

nously pumped femtosecond optical parametric oscilla-
tor with dual-wavelength operation. With a 5% mol
MgO-doped PPLN crystal as the gain medium, total signal
power up to 530 mW was obtained when pumped by a
2.6 W mode-locked femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser. It is
shown in our experiment that the dual-wavelength opera-
tion can be broadly tuned from 1001 to 1209 nm by
slightly adjusting the cavity length; beyond this cavity-
length tuning range, the singly resonant signal wave-
length can be further tuned to 1438 nm. Dual-wavelength
operation benefits from the balance of phase matching

and group-velocity mismatching between the two signals.
The synchronism and coherence between the coresonant
pulses makes this OPO an attractive and promising tool
for many applications in ultrafast optics.
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